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Statistics 1040, Fal12004 
Midtenn 1, October 5 

You have 75 minutes. The test will end at 10:15. 

- 1.	 In a recent news article, researchers claimed that elderly people who regularly indulged in 
"recreational gambling" were healthier, on average, than elderly people who did not gamble 
at all. .
 
a) (5 points) Is it likely that these data would have been obtained from an observational
 
study or a randomize~ experiment? Explain your reasoning.
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b) (10 points) Consider the following claim: 

"Regular recreational gambling is good for your health" 
'. 

Show that the claim is false by providing a confounding factor and carefully explaining why
 
this confounding factor sheds doubt on the claim.
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2.	 The average time it takes for a class ofthirty 3rd graders to complete a page ofmath
 
problems is 204 seconds, with an SD of50 seconds. The average time it takes for a class of
 
thirty4th graders to complete the same page ofmath problems is 153 seconds, with an SD of
 
50 seconds.
 

a)	 (5 oi ts For the entire oup, will the average time be less than 153 seconds, 
etween 153 and 204 second or more than 204 seconds? (Circle the correct answer.) 

b) .(5 pom s or e entire group, will the SD be less than 50 seconds, 50 seconds, or 
ore than 50 seconds? (Circle the correct answer.) y\tIore- VG'U"'io.hi Iih-I 



3. In a study on soft-drink consumption, a didici,an finds the following results: 

Soft drink Percentage of 
(ft oz) . children age 

6-16 
0-4. .10 

·4-8 10 
8-12 . 25 
12-16 30 
16-24 25 

a) (12 points)Sketch a histogram ofthe data. Be sure to label the ~es. 
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b) (5 points) Approximately what percentage of the children drank between 6 and 10 
ounces of soft drinks? (Show your workto get.full credit). 
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4.	 In the study above, the researcher plotted the amount of soft drinks each child consumed (in 
fluid ounces) on the vertical axis and the amount ofTV they watched (in hours) on the 
horizontal axis. She found a correlation coefficient of.6 for this plot. For each ofthe 
following, answer TRUE or FALSE (3 points each) 

a)	 The positive correlation tells us that 60% of children drink soft drinks while watching 
TV. f~se... 

b) The positive correlation tells us that watching more TV will tend to make children 
drink more soft drinks. FoJ.se

c) The positive correlation coefficient says that children who tended to watch a lot of 
TV also tended to drink a lot ofsoft drink. TruJ/-

d) The positive correlation coefficient is the result ofchildren seeing soft drink 
commercials while watching TV. F"",I ~ 

e) We can't draw any conclusions here because this is an ecological correlation. Fq,{~ 
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5. For a large crop of pumpkins, the weights follow a normal curve with an average of9.4 
pounds, and an SD of 2.8 pounds.
 

a) (12 points) What percentage of the pumpkins weigh more than 13 pounds?
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b) (12 points) Find the 35th percentile of the weights. 
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6. In one city, homes that are for sale have the following characteristics: 

floor area: averag~= 3057 sq ft, SDJ<= 1243 sq ft r-=.' /3
 
list price: averag\= $215,000 SD"= $86,000
 

The correlation between floor area and list price was .93, and the scatter plot is roughly football

shaped.
 
a) (10 points) Find the estimated list price if a home has a floor area of2500 sq ft.
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. b)	 (5 points) Ifa home is 2SD's above average in floor area, do you expect it to be 2SD's above 
average in list price? Why/why not? 
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c) (4 points) Find the rms error for your prediction in part a). 


